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DECISION-MAKING IN BOARDS
A REFLEXIVE EXPLORATION OF 
PARADIGMS IN THE BOARDROOM

Given boards of directors’ institutional importance, scholars have a limited understanding of boardroom proces-
ses. Uncovering the black box of board’s decision-making requires direct observation of what goes on in the 

boardroom and overcoming many methodological challenges. This abductive subjective account reflexively 
explored board’s decision-making, not through what is said, but through the unsaid. The author observed 

37 board meetings of 17 boards and interviewed 119 board members about what happened during those 
meetings. The author more specifically explored how board members responded ‘in action’, explored 

what they had not said, and why and when they consciously or preconsciously chose to silence their 
thoughts and feelings. Putting the unsaid, instead of the said, front and center, meant exploring the 

difference between what is said and thought, and thus how blind spots, incongruities and perceived 
incongruities,  shape board decision-making. 

This dissertation offers an emerging explanation of a) how taken for granted and automatic, 
socio-cognitive processes between board members shape boards’ decision-making b) how 

board members who consider their governance paradigm objective - and therefore are 
considered paradigm-attached - enact a spiral of unsaid when they try to manage silent 

conflicts through informal decision-making c) how four silence climates shape four 
different levels of cohesiveness and cognitive conflict towards board effectiveness 

d) how being aware of different levels of consciousness and perspective taking is 
required for researching taken for granted assumptions and automatic behavior 

in boards. 
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